Space Advocate Legislator Prep Worksheet

Before meeting with a congressional office, use this worksheet to help inform your communications strategy as a space advocate. Use Google, the NPDV, and the legislator’s official congressional website to fill out the following:

Legislator Name: _____________________________ State/District: _____

Largest employers/industries in the state/district:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Circle any relevant committees that your legislator serves on:

Budget        CJS Appropriations        Science        Space

                              Commerce        Space, Science, and Competitiveness

If so, do they serve as the Chairperson or Ranking Member on any of them?

Are they a member of a space or science congressional caucus?

In the past three fiscal years, what is the total value of contracts made by NASA to this state/district? ________________________________

Are there universities that receive NASA funding? Any noteworthy projects?

Has your legislator made public statements regarding space exploration or NASA? If so, what was the topic?

________________________________________________________________________